HVAC Heater Hose Assembly

**LINE EXTENSION**

*OE PROBLEM:* The original heater hose typically fails due to the brittle plastic material of the connector, which eventually cracks and leaks over time.

*OE FIX:* We upgraded the plastic Y-pipe material to aluminum for increased durability and longer service life.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original plastic connector cracks over time and results in coolant leaks and loss of pressure

**626-325**
- Pop Code: B | VIO: 213,871

---

Power Take Off (PTO) Assembly

**LINE EXTENSION**

100% new, not remanufactured
- Easily bolts to back of transmission, connecting both front and rear drive shafts
- Restores drivability and All-Wheel-Drive (AWD) functionality
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Vehicle inoperative, poor vehicle performance, AWD will not engage, oil spots on pavement, noise while turning, sulfur smell permeating into the passenger compartment

**600-236**
- Ford Fusion 2012-10
- Pop Code: C | VIO: 714,813

---

Electronic Throttle Bodies

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 55 SKUS AVAILABLE**

Cast aluminum construction for an exact fit, performance match and corrosion resistance
- Includes gasket, idle air control motor and throttle position sensor for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Worn faulty sensor contacts, stripped gears, excessive carbon build up results in illumination of the check engine light

**977-307**
- Pop Code: A | VIO: 4,317,709

---

Truck Bed Moldings

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE**

Matches the original bed rail cover in color and texture
- Integrated retaining tabs require no hardware
- Made of UV-resistant high-density polypropylene for a long service life

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Collision damage or wears over time

**926-908**
- Dodge Ram 1500-3500 2017-10
- Pop Code: A | VIO: 2,368,553

---

Axle Shaft Flange Gasket

**LINE EXTENSION**

Made of tough, durable fiber for a leak-free performance
- Gasket should be replaced every time work is performed at the axle flange
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Gasket deteriorates over time or becomes damaged when removing rear axles

**926-966**
- Dodge Ram 2500 2010-03, Dodge Ram 3500 2010-03, Ram 2500 2018-10, Ram 3500 2018-11
- Pop Code: A | VIO: 1,866,322

---

**Heat shield and clamps included for a complete repair solution**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original plastic connector cracks over time and results in coolant leaks and loss of pressure
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
FEATURED NEWLY RELEASED PRODUCTS

Windshield Washer Check Valve
LINE EXTENSION

Prevents washer fluid backflow
• Direct replacement fits and functions like the original equipment
• Easy installation - no special tools required to install this washer fluid check valve

926-335
Scion 2016-08, Toyota 2017-06
Pop Code: B | VIO: 1,142,670

FAILURE MODE:
• Original valve binds from debris, resulting in delayed spray from nozzle

Fuel Filter Housing
NEW

Fuel heater and mating component for fuel filter
• Matches the fit and function of the original fuel filter housing
• Includes a factory-style heating element and a sealing O-ring for a complete repair solution

904-517
Chevrolet Silverado 2012-04, GMC Sierra 2012-04 6.6L Diesel
Pop Code: B | VIO: 804,217

FAILURE MODE:
• Damaged housing, rust, burned out electrical heater, fuel leaks, no-start condition

A/C Expansion Valve Mount Plate
LINE EXTENSION

OE FIX: When the original air conditioning expansion valve separates from the A/C line, the dealer's only solution is an entirely new valve assembly.

OE PROBLEM: Replaces only the damaged A/C mounting bracket while retaining the original valve assembly, saving your customers money.
• Mounting hardware included for a complete repair solution

926-087
Chrysler 2011-06, Dodge 2011-06, Jeep 2008-06
Pop Code: D | VIO: 1,489,089

FAILURE MODE:
• Mounting hardware becomes corroded and breaks when replacing rear A/C expansion valve

Battery Trays
LINE EXTENSION
OVER 20 SKUS AVAILABLE

Secures battery to chassis
• Prevents issues arising from unsecured battery, like terminal damage and battery acid leaks

00076
Dodge Journey 2018-10
Pop Code: B | VIO: 752,107

FAILURE MODE:
• Corrosion or collision damage results in loose or broken battery tray

Evaporative Emissions System Leak Detection Pumps
LINE EXTENSION
OVER 30 SKUS AVAILABLE

Made of high-quality materials for increased durability and a longer service life
• O-ring included for a complete repair solution
• Necessary replacement item for emission inspections, depending on state regulations

310-215
Pop Code: A | VIO: 7,557,159

FAILURE MODE:
• Undercar exposure causes the internal switch to fail and illumination of the check engine light

Transmission Crossmember
LINE EXTENSION

Installs in place of the original frame member to secure the transmission in its place
• Made of stamped steel construction with epoxy-coat finish for durability
• Bolts in place and requires no cutting or welding

926-980
Chevrolet Suburban 2019-16, Chevrolet Silverado 2013-17, GMC Sierra 2012-04
Pop Code: D | VIO: 438,055

FAILURE MODE:
• Rust, corrosion and collision damage
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